President

Andrew Altegoth

I believe that the UA needs to become a more issue-oriented organization which will respond more actively to the needs and concerns of all undergraduates. It is important that the UA take a stand and protect students’ interests from the bullying, tactics of the administration. In this vein there are three main issues, which the UA should address in a more substantial manner. First, harassment, which has often been underplayed or simply ignored. Secondly, recycling and environmental conservation issues around the campus. Finally, the recently imposed calendar changes, which were imposed with little or no student input. If elected I pledge to address these important campus-wide issues as well as to conjoinly represent the specific views of the Class of 1993.

Social Co-Chairmen

Wendy Vit/Leila Tabbian

We want to make the 91-92 school year the best possible for our class. Join us on our social crusade!

Secretary

Karen Oda

Vice President

Yonne Lin

At this point in time, I feel that the class council needs more organization and cohesiveness. I believe that as vice president I will be able to take more of an administrative position by helping coordinate the offices and establishing a more cohesive class council. It is my belief that strong leadership will serve as a backbone for class unity. I am willing and capable of serving as this backbone.

Treasurer

Sophia Yen

As class treasurer for both our freshman and sophomore years, I have served the Class of '93 for about one and a half years. As the only officer with that record, I feel I have the experience and the qualifications necessary to be a good class treasurer. Throughout my terms in office I have tried to save as much money as possible for our class. As a class officer, I have assisted in organizing many events. Freshman year, I helped organize the successful Alumni-Faculty-Freshman banquet. Sophomore year, we had a cookie study break and Comedy Night and started a Newsletter and class council. As class treasurer on the Ring Committee, I voted to cut costs or offer inexpensive options whenever possible.

Publicity Co-Chairmen

Rebecca Geisler/Reshma Patel

I, Rebecca Geisler, seek the office of publicity chair along with Reshma Patel. I would like to be part of student government at MIT in order to participate in the shaping of our community.

DeWitt C. Seward IV

As vice president, I set two main goals. First, I intend to establish a functional communication link between the class and the officers. This way the class knows what is going on and the officers can get important feedback. Second, it is essential for our class to increase its fund-raising efforts. We need money for graduate school and we must start to get serious now.